Direct observation of rotatable uncompensated spins in the exchange bias system Co/CoO–MgO
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We have observed a large exchange bias field \(H_E \approx 2460 \text{ Oe}\) and a large coercive field \(H_C \approx 6200 \text{ Oe}\) at \(T = 2 \text{ K}\) for Co/CoO core-shell nanoparticles (\(\sim 4 \text{ nm}\) diameter Co metal core and CoO shell with \(\sim 1 \text{ nm}\) thickness) embedded in a non-magnetic MgO matrix. Our results are in sharp contrast to the small exchange bias and coercive field in the case of a non-magnetic Al2O3 or C matrix materials reported in previous studies. Using soft X-ray magnetic circular dichroism at the Co-L2,3 edge, we have observed a ferromagnetic signal originating from the antiferromagnetic CoO shell. This gives direct evidence for the existence of rotatable interfacial uncompensated Co spins in the nominally antiferromagnetic CoO shell, thus supporting the uncompensated spin model as a microscopic description of the exchange bias mechanism.

1 Introduction

Exchange bias (EB) was first reported by Meiklejohn and Bean in the system of partially oxidized Co particles.1 The outstanding characteristic of EB is a hysteresis loop shifting with the magnetic field, which is commonly accompanied with an increase of coercivity \(H_C\) and the appearance of a unidirectional anisotropy. EB has already been widely used in magnetoresistive reading heads,2,3 as well as spin valve-based devices,4 and has also been proposed as an efficient way to stabilize the written information against thermal fluctuations in magnetic recording media.5 Although tremendous efforts have been devoted to understand this intriguing phenomenon and to find out new systems for various applications,6–14 the microscopic origin of the EB effect is still controversially discussed in terms of uncompensated interfacial spins,13–15 spin flop-coupling within the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) layers,16,17 and spin canting within the AFM system induced by the exchange coupling between the FM and the AFM layers.5 The generally accepted uncompensated spin scenario can reasonably well explain the EB due to the existence of pinned uncompensated spins as well as the enhanced coercive field due to the existence of rotatable uncompensated spins at the interface.15,16

It was found that the Co/CoO core–shell system has a larger exchange bias field \(H_E\) than the Co/CoO bilayer system.7 This has been previously interpreted as a consequence of an increase of the surface-to-volume ratio and of the interface roughness between the Co core and the CoO shell.18 The associated uncompensated interfacial spins are not easy to measure directly,19 thus a precise experimental analysis of the microscopic origin of EB is still lacking.

In this work, we have studied a series of Co/CoO core/shell nanoparticles embedded in a MgO matrix, considering that this core/shell system has several interesting aspects: (a) a high exchange field and a high coercive field, (b) the stabilization of not only the ferromagnetism of the Co core cluster but also the antiferromagnetism of the CoO core shell, and (c) the magnitude of the EB that can be correctly estimated by theory. In contrast to Co/CoO core/shell nanoparticles in a non-magnetic Al2O3 matrix,5 in this work we could observe a large exchange bias and a large coercive field for the same kind of nanoparticles embedded in equally non-magnetic MgO. Moreover, using X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the Co-L2,3 edges, we have observed a sizeable FM signal from the AFM CoO shell, which cannot be assigned to the canted AFM spins of the polycrystalline Co/CoO core–shell systems due to the large magnetic anisotropy energy of the Co2+ ion.

2 Experimental

A series of Co/CoO–MgO (CCMO) granular films were deposited on Si(100) substrates by magnetron sputtering in an oxygen
partial pressure of $2 \times 10^{-7}$ mbar using a RF power of 140 W and a typical deposition time of one hour. The sputtering targets were mosaic-like, made by adhering small square-shaped pieces of highly purified cobalt metal onto a MgO plate. Thus, the ratio of Co metal to the MgO surface on the target determined the resulting Co atomic composition ratio. All Co/CoO–MgO granular films were prepared at room temperature. During the sputtering process Co atoms form metallic clusters that are oxidized in the oxygen atmosphere, thus resulting in the formation of thin CoO shells. The exact composition of all samples was investigated by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The resistance of all samples was measured using the four-terminal measuring technique and their magnetic characterization was performed using a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer.

The X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectra at the Co-L$_{2,3}$ edges were collected at the BL29 Boreas beamline at the CELLS-ALBA synchrotron radiation facility (Barcelona, Spain) with a photon energy resolution of 0.25 eV and a degree of circular polarization close to 100% in a magnetic field of 5 Tesla and at a sample temperature of 80 K. The spectra were recorded using the total electron yield method (by measuring the sample drain current) in a chamber with a vacuum base pressure of $2 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar.

3 Results and analysis

The morphology of the Co/CoO core–shell systems embedded in a nonmagnetic MgO matrix was revealed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). Fig. 1(a) and (b) show typical HRTEM images of the Co$_{0.9}$Mg$_{0.1}$O$_{2.4}$ and the Co$_{0.8}$Mg$_{0.2}$O$_{1.4}$ sample (called CCMO1 and CCMO2 hereafter), where small Co clusters covered with a CoO shell embedded in a MgO matrix can be observed. The mean diameter of the Co clusters and the thickness of the CoO shell are of the order of 4–5 nm and 1–2 nm, respectively. The sample is polycrystalline and the small Co/CoO particles are island-like. The shape of those Co atomic clusters is irregular as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), which means that the interface between the FM Co core and the AFM CoO shell is rough. Obviously, the average distance between Co/CoO particles is larger for CCMO1 than for CCMO2.

Fig. 1 Transmission electron micrographs (TEM) showing the size and morphology of the CCMO1 (a) and the CCMO2 (b) sample, respectively, revealing the Co/CoO core–shell particles embedded in a MgO matrix.

Fig. 2 Resistivity (black squares) as a function of the Co atomic composition ratio at room temperature. The red squares denote the exchange bias field $H_E$ of the CCMO1 and CCMO2 samples at 2 K.

In Fig. 2, we show the room temperature resistivity data as a function of the Co atomic composition ratio. The resistivity drops by about 7 orders of magnitude from 55% to 80% Co atomic ratio. There is a distinct percolation threshold around 69% Co atomic ratio (i.e., for CCMO1) as clearly shown in Fig. 2. We can explain the sharp drop in resistivity as follows: When the Co atomic ratio is less than 69%, the Co/CoO particles are well separated as shown in Fig. 1 and the electron hopping between them is small, the samples thus exhibiting insulating properties. When increasing the Co content, the hopping between core/shell particles becomes possible and the resistance decreases. Although the CCMO1 sample with 69% Co atomic ratio is located at the critical percolation threshold, it still consists of magnetically and electrically well-isolated Co/CoO nanoparticles, whereas the CCMO2 sample has metallic properties, since the electron hopping between core/shell particles is possible.

SQUID magnetization measurements on the CCMO1 sample at 2 K in a magnetic field up to $\mu_0 H = \pm 5$ T are presented in Fig. 3(a). The hysteresis loop for zero-field cooling (ZFC, black line) of the CCMO1 sample is symmetric and thus without EB. On the other hand, the hysteresis loop of the same CCMO1 sample with field cooling in a 5 kOe magnetic field (FC, red line) exhibits a clear asymmetry as compared with the ZFC data, yielding a large $H_E$ of about 2460 Oe and a coercive field of 6200 Oe. We also show the magnetization curves of the CCMO1 sample for various cooling fields in Fig. 4. We find that the exchange-biased hysteresis loops exhibit a considerable possible vertical shift along the magnetization axis for cooling fields from 1 to 50 kOe (see the inset in Fig. 4). As can be seen from Fig. 4, $H_E$ only slightly increases for low cooling fields and stays constant thereafter. Thus, we conclude that the coupling between the pinned uncompensated spins of the CoO shell and the spins of the FM core at the CoO/Co interface is presumably ferromagnetic. Our results are in contrast to Co/CoO core–shell nanoparticles in an equally non-magnetic Al$_2$O$_3$ matrix where neither a high exchange bias nor a high coercive field could be observed. It is well known that the density of
nanoparticles does affect $H_C$ and $H_E$.\textsuperscript{21,22} For example, Nogués et al.\textsuperscript{22} found that $H_C$ and $H_E$ radically increase with increasing coverage (or density) starting from low coverage. To see the effect of nanoparticle density, we have also measured the ZFC and FC magnetization curves of the metallic CCMO2 sample. We find that the increase in nanoparticle density results in a decrease of $H_E$ and $H_C$ to 1696 Oe and 3679 Oe, respectively. We believe that the observed decrease is due to the fact that the CCMO2/CCMO1 samples have a Co atomic ratio above/below the percolation threshold which is concomitant with the increase in particle density. For nanoparticle systems, the superparamagnetic blocking temperature ($T_B$) is given by the maximum in the ZFC magnetization curve.\textsuperscript{23} For CCMO1, the $T_B$ is above 250 K as shown in Fig. 3(b). Since the particle density of CCMO2 is clearly larger than that of CCMO1, the Co atomic ratio of CCMO2 is above the percolation threshold. Consequently, the CCMO2 sample has a considerably larger $T_B$. The fact that the absolute value of $T_B$ for both samples is unexpectedly high – taking into account the small absolute size of the nanoparticles – can be explained by either the above nanoparticle density or stabilization of the Co FM via the CoO AFM.

The lattice structures of the nonmagnetic MgO matrix and the antiferromagnetic CoO shell are very similar.\textsuperscript{27} Thus, the non-magnetic Mg atoms are good substituents for Co atoms in the CoO shell. We expect that diluting the Co atoms in the CoO shell with Mg causes the rising of the uncompensated Co spin density at the AFM CoO surface in the same way as reported in the case of multilayered films.\textsuperscript{24,25} We list our results in Table 1; for comparison, we also give the results for Co nanoparticles embedded in different matrices.\textsuperscript{28,29} Although $H_E$ depends on the core diameter, shell thickness, nanoparticle density, and thus the very details of the sample under consideration, we can still derive a trend where $H_E$ has a decreasing tendency with increasing mismatch between the matrix and CoO crystal lattice parameters. Therefore, the lattice parameter of a (nonmagnetic) matrix material plays an important role in the appearance of the EB in the present Co/CoO–MgO system. Other factors may influence $H_E$ in the Co/CoO–MgO granular film such as the aforementioned interface roughness between the FM core and the AFM shell as well as the particle size in our granular films (being of the order of 5 nm as shown in Fig. 1) as it is known that in that context $H_E$ is inversely proportional to the particle size.\textsuperscript{13}

According to the uncompensated spin mechanism, a large $H_E$ should be associated with a large number of pinned uncompensated spins,\textsuperscript{15} while a large $H_E$ should be related – among others – to the rotatable uncompensated spins in the AFM CoO shell. The latter is expected to be detectable by soft X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the Co-L\textsubscript{2,3} edges, which is an extremely sensitive and element-specific probe for

---

**Table 1** Comparison of $H_E$ and CoO versus matrix material lattice parameter mismatch of Co/CoO core–shell particles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Mismatch</th>
<th>$H_E$ (kOe)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>42.6%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>This paper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the local environment of the Co ions.\textsuperscript{28,31} It is worth mentioning that XMCD had already been used in several core/shell nanoparticle systems.\textsuperscript{32–35,40} Thus, we believe that this spectroscopic technique is probably the most appropriate tool to distinguish between the FM signal originating from the nominally AFM CoO shell and the FM signal originating from the Co metal particles, as well as to confirm the existence of rotatable uncompensated spins within the AFM CoO shell.

Fig. 5(a) depicts the Co-L\textsubscript{2,3} spectra of sample CCMO1 taken using circularly polarized light with the photon spin parallel ($\mu^+ \text{ red line}$) and antiparallel ($\mu^- \text{ black line}$) with respect to the external magnetic field. The difference spectrum $\Delta \mu = \mu^+ - \mu^-$ (i.e., the XMCD spectrum – blue line) is also shown in Fig. 5(a). The sharp multiplet structures which are observed in the $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ spectra are very similar to those of CoO,\textsuperscript{26} indicating the existence of divalent Co\textsuperscript{2+} (i.e., CoO) in this material. Note the important finding that the XMCD spectrum of the CCMO1 sample has a multiplet spectral structure. The line shape of the XMCD spectrum of CCMO1 is very similar to that found in LaCo\textsubscript{0.5}Mn\textsubscript{0.5}O\textsubscript{3},\textsuperscript{36} in which the Co ions have a divalent state and octahedral local crystal field symmetry. This observation indicates unambiguously that the CoO shell contributes to the XMCD signal and thus gives evidence for FM within the CoO shell due to the existence of rotatable uncompensated spins.\textsuperscript{26} A paramagnetic signal for Co\textsuperscript{2+} as reported in other studies at the given elevated sample temperature of 80 K can be ruled out since it would not yield a dichroism with the observed large size (but rather a typical dichroism of 0.6% for a paramagnetic $^5\text{F}_{9/2}$ Co\textsuperscript{2+} ion system at 80 K). The observed XMCD signal from the CoO shell in the Co/CoO–MgO system is quite surprising when considering the enormous research effort spent in the field of spectroscopy on dilute FM in nonmagnetic semiconductors and insulators during the past decade, such as 3d TM ions doped into ZnO,\textsuperscript{37,42} TiO\textsubscript{2},\textsuperscript{38,39,41} and BaTiO\textsubscript{3}.\textsuperscript{40} We can also experimentally rule out the canted AFM scenario since an inversion of the magnetic field together with an inversion of the photon spin did result in the same sign of the XMCD signal.

Now we turn our attention to the CCMO2 sample with a Co atomic composition ratio (80%) above the percolation threshold. In Fig. 5(b), we present the absorption spectra of CCMO2 sample mostly originate from the AFM CoO shell, whereas the spectral structures in the XMCD spectrum with a spectral shape typical for Co metal essentially originate from the Co metal atoms in the core clusters. This is exactly the same observation as in the case of Co clusters doped into TiO\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{39,41} The magnitude of the XMCD signal is reduced from 7.2% to 4.6% when going from Fig. 5(a) and (b) as the Co metal does not contribute to the XMCD signal in the CCMO2 sample. For such a large Co content, the size of $H_K$ is close to the value of high-density Co/CoO clusters on CoO thin films.\textsuperscript{29,44}

From the above observation, we can conclude that the sharp multiplet spectral features in the $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ absorption spectra of the CCMO2 sample mostly originate from the AFM CoO shell, whereas the spectral structures in the XMCD spectrum with a spectral shape typical for Co metal essentially originate from the Co metal atoms in the core clusters. This is exactly the same observation as in the case of Co clusters doped into TiO\textsubscript{2}. The magnitude of the XMCD signal is reduced from 7.2% to 4.6% when going from Fig. 5(a) and (b) as the Co shell does not contribute to the XMCD signal in the CCMO2 sample. For such a large Co content, the size of $H_K$ is close to the value of high-density Co/CoO clusters on CoO thin films.\textsuperscript{29,44}

**Fig. 5** Co-L\textsubscript{2,3} XMCD spectra of (a) sample CCMO1 and (b) sample CCMO2 measured at 80 K under a 5 T magnetic field.

**Fig. 6** (a) Experimental $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ spectra of CCMO1. (b) Simulated $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ spectra by a superposition of the calculated data for CoO shown in (c) and the experimental data for Co metal shown in (d). (e) Comparison of the experimental XMCD spectrum of CCMO1 and the simulated XMCD spectrum by a superposition of the calculated XMCD from the CoO shell (black line shown in (f)) and experimental Co metal XMCD (magenta line shown in (f)).
In order to estimate the amount of the CoO contribution to XMCD spectra for the CCMO1 sample, we have calculated the multiplet spectrum of the CoO shell using full multiplet calculations including crystal field interactions and covalence. We can simply simulate the experimental spectra of the CCMO1 sample by superposing the calculated spectra for CoO (Fig. 6(c)) and the experimental Co metal spectra ($\mu^+$ (red line) and $\mu^-$ (black line)) in Fig. 6(d). In our calculations we use similar parameters as those used for CoO (U_{dd} = 6.5 eV, U_{cd} = 7.7 eV, d = 6.5 eV, p_d\sigma = -1.2 eV, Slater integrals reduced by 75% from atomic Hartree–Fock values). The simulated $\mu^+$ and $\mu^-$ spectra from such a superposition presented in Fig. 6(b) nicely reproduce the experimental spectra given in Fig. 6(a).

Fig. 6(e) also shows the good agreement between the experimental (red line) and the simulated (green line) XMCD spectra. The latter results from a superposition of the XMCD spectra for the CoO shell (black line shown in (f)) and the experimental XMCD spectrum from Co metal (magenta line at the Co-L2,3 edges shows a clear ferromagnetic signal originating from the nominally antiferromagnetic CoO shell. Our work corroborates the uncompensated spin model based on pinned uncompensated spins as well as rotatable uncompensated spins being responsible for the exchange bias and the coercive field, respectively. The observed FM XMCD signal from nominally AFM CoO shells clearly demonstrates the existence of the latter rotatable uncompensated spins.
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